


Quarterly Ag Site Activity Report
October 2020 – December 2020

The following report compares third-party visits-share 
data across six categories important to agriculture. The 
purpose is to make comparisons between key web 
sites and their engagement with the ag audience.

Numbers provided by SEMRush



AgWeb cools, neck and neck with SF

NOTE: While Agriculture.com has remained steady, AgWeb hit its lowest traffic of the year in November 
and December to drop to No. 2 for the first time since last November. Agriculture.com surpassed 
AgWeb in unique visitors all three months of Q4.  Farm Progress makes the most of its traffic, 
consistently earning more page views per visit (up to 2.3 in December). 



Equipment searches decline in Q4

NOTE: After hovering around the high mark for the year of 9 million combined visits, the sites weren’t 
able to reach that mark in Q4. Deere continued to lead the way and remained steady, but 
IronPlanet.com fell 600K visits from August to December. 



Cattle site usage tanks in December

NOTE: After combining for a million visits in October, the cattle sites fell to its lowest point of the year 
(732K). The battle between Drovers.com and BeefMagazine.com continued in Q4 with BeefMagazine
taking its largest advantage in December. Worth watching is Drovers’ significant unique visitor drop 
from 326K in October to just 133K in December. 



DairyHerd leads, MilkBusiness disappears

NOTE: MilkBusiness.com now resolves to DairyHerd.com, decreasing the number of comparable sites to 
three heading into 2021. DairyHerd.com should benefit from this move, but December wasn’t an 
indicator fo that. DairyHerd had its lowest visit total of the year with 146K visits. Still, that’s 2X more 
than Hoards.



Seed site usage plummets

NOTE: After nearing 1 million visits back in August, the leading seed sites didn’t reach the 500K (combined) 
mark in December. Pioneer continued to lead but a 50% drop in unique visitors from August to December 
cut Pioneer’s overall traffic. 



Machinery category, Deere sit droop in Q4

NOTE: In tandem with the machinery and equipment listing sites, the brand sites in the machinery 
category also dropped in traffic in Q4. Deere, the absolutely leader in the category, broke off its year-
long trajectory in November and December to fall to the lowest visit total of the year. Other brand sites 
were down as well. 



AgLeader and Precision Planting on top

NOTE: AgLeader completed the year as the leader in visits among its precision competitors but, except 
for what looks like a fluke October, is sidecarred by Precision Planting. AgLeader leads with unique 
visitor traffic. Precision Planting engages at a higher rate (7 pages per visit compared to 2 for the others 
in the category). Kinze had a surprisingly bumpy 2020 but finished with upward movement.



Thank You!


